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ACROSS
1 Greek character on boat interrupting traitor’s cocktail (6,4)
6, 29 Target centres on popular drink (8)
10 Ways one can break fishing equipment (5)
11 Superhero saw someone male, so he says (9)
12 Cocktail muddle is unexpected (8)
13 Ivory way back across river (5)
15, 17 Drink runs equalities organisation (7,7)
19 Party’s vocal disapprovals on the increase (5-2)
21 Nothing in box after second look for cocktail (7)
22 Drunk? I’m within the boundary (5)
24 Very ordinary Yankee, elderly, on a journey (8)
27, 28 Angry about fashionable clothes shop wanting support for arms cocktail (9,5)
29 See 6
30 Maybe Marvin, backed by a couple of unknowns, imbibing god-king’s cocktail (5,5)

DOWN
1 Can inspiring resistance be Bloody? (4)
2 Band ordering us to squat (6,3)
3 Succeeds in eliminating our short time on board ship (5)
4 Roman empress abandons a large port (7)
5 Waits around to untangle solitaire without using AI (7)
7 Beautiful music saves genus of trees (5)
8 Jersey sort pines over levée breaking (4,6)
9 Possibly nightwatchman the Spanish asked to bat earlier (8)
14 During periods of inertia, goat reportedly reaches equilibrium (10)
16 Mixed drinks case tied up (4,4)
18 Books satellite in space, understanding stupid nit’s purpose (9)
20 Dog-trainer needing a dessert (7)
21 Former PM said to be lacking authority in Cambridge celebration (3,4)
23 Staff try fruit (5)
25 Fill tank for American going up in space (3,2)
26 Enemy, gutted, straddles horse wearing whites? (4)